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Sentiment classification is one of the most extensively studied problems in sentiment 
analysis and supervised learning methods, which require labeled data for training, 
have been proven quite effective. However, supervised methods assume that the 
training domain and the testing domain share the same distribution; otherwise, 
accuracy drops dramatically. Although this does not pose problems when training data 
are readily available, in some circumstances, labeled data is quite expensive to acquire. 
For instance, if we want to detect sentiment from Tweets or Facebook comments, the 
only way to acquire is to manually label it and thus prohibitively burdensome and time-
consuming. In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach that integrates the sentiment 
information from multiple source domains labeled data and a set of preselected 
sentiment words to solve this problem. The experimental results suggest that our 
method statistically outperforms the state of the art and even surpasses the in-domain 
gold standard in some cases. 
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Introduction 
With the explosion of blogs, social networks, reviews, ratings as well as other user-generated texts, 
sentiment analysis, which aims to detect the underlying sentiments embedded in those texts, has 
attracted much research interest recently. Such sentiments are useful to various constituencies: (a) 
Consumers can use sentiment analysis to research products or services before making a purchase. (b) 
Marketers can use this to research public opinion regarding their company and products, or to analyze 
customer satisfaction. Finally, (c) organizations can also use this to gather critical feedback about 
problems in newly released products. 
One of the tasks of sentiment analysis is to determine the overall sentiment orientation of a piece of text. 
This problem has been widely investigated and supervised learning methods, which require labeled data 
for training, have been proven quite effective. However, supervised methods assume that the training data 
domain and the testing data domain share exactly the same distribution, i.e., (a) texts in both data sets are 
represented in same feature space and (b) features, or words, follow the same distributions. The first 
assumption requires that a similar set of words be used in both domains, while the second assumption 
demands that the occurrence probability of a word is identical in training and testing domains. If these 
assumptions do not hold, accuracy drops dramatically (about 10% according to our experiment results). 
These assumptions do not pose problems when performing sentiment analysis in domains where training 
data are readily available. An example of such a domain is movie reviews. Each review is typically 
accompanied by a numerical rating, allowing easy assignment of sentiment to the review. In nearly all 
previous work, reviews rated 1 and 2 are considered as negative and those rated 4 and 5 are treated as 
positive. However, in circumstances where user-assigned ratings are not available, labeled data is quite 
expensive to acquire. For instance, if we want to detect sentiment from Tweets or comments in Facebook, 
the only way to get labeled data is to manully label it and thus, prohibitively burdensome and time-
consuming. Yet, sentiment mining is pervasive enough such that its application is useful in many domains, 
such as Tweets and Facebook comments, where labeled data are not available. 
This paper addresses the problem of determining sentiment orientation when the in-domain labeled data 
is not available. A number of methods have been proposed in the literature most of which rely on the idea 
of applying labeled data from a “source” domain to perfrom sentiment classification on data in a different 
“target” domain through domain independent feature called pivot features. Following is an illustrative 
example. Suppose we are adapting from “computers” domain to “cell phones” domain. While many of the 
features of a good cell phone review are the same as a computer review, such as “excellent” and “awful”, 
many words are totally new, like “reception”. In addition, many features which are useful for computers, 
for instance “dual-core”, are not useful for cell phones. The intuition is that even though the phrase “good-
quality reception” and “fast dual-core” are completely distinct for each domain, they both have high 
correlation with “excellent” and low correlation with “awful” on unlabeled data. As a result, we can 
tentatively align them (Blitzer et al, 2007). After learning a classifier for computer reviews, when we see a 
cell-phone feature like “good-quality reception”, we know it should behave in a roughly similar manner to 
“fast dual-core”.  
The main drawback of these methods is that the performance is largely dependent on the selection of 
pivot features. Ideally, pivot features would act similarly in both target and source domains towards 
sentiment. The problem is that we do not know the sentiment of the data in the target domain, making 
extremely hard to select those pivot features accurately. Another shortcoming is that nearly all existing 
work addresses this problem on a one-to-one basis, i.e., use only single source domain. We postulate that 
the use of multiple source domains simultaneously could provide significant additional benefits: (a) we 
can collect more data and a larger number of training instances would benefit classification; (b) word 
distributions in different domains vary and combination of multiple source domains will increase the 
probability that words in test set behave less discordantly with respect to those in the training set. 
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach that integrates the sentiment information from labeled data 
of multiple source domains and a set of preselected sentiment words for cross-domain sentiment 
classification. In order to solve the aforementioned limitation caused by difficulty of pivot feature 
selection, we tackle this task by mapping the data into a latent space to learn an abstract representation of 
the text. The assumption we make is that texts with the same sentiment label would have similar abstract 
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representations, even though their text representations differ. For instance, in the previous example, the 
phrase “good-quality reception” and “fast dual-core” are completely distinct for each domain; however, in 
the latent space, they might corresponds to the same feature. This idea has been used in Titov (2011) and 
Glorot et al (2011); however, as we will discuss later, our method is distinct enough from them. 
Furthermore, in addition to use of out-domain data, we also utilize sentiment information from 
preselected opinionated words. We believe these words could provide certain helpful sentiment 
information in our classification context. Finally we train a classifier over the new hybrid representations 
and utilize data from multiple source domains as training data. The experimental results suggest that our 
method statistically outperforms the state of the art and even surpasses the in-domain method in some 
cases. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first review related work in literature. Then we provide 
the intuition and overview followed by an elaboration of our proposed method. Whereafter, we evaluate 
our method on a benchmark data set. Finally, we conclude our paper with a discussion of this study. 
Related Work 
In this section, we review related work on in-domain sentiment classification, cross-domain sentiment 
classification as well as other sentiment analysis tasks. 
In-domain Sentiment Classification 
One of the most thoroughly studied problems in sentiment analysis is the in-domain sentiment 
classification, which refers to the process of determining the overall tonality of a piece of text and 
classifying it into several sentiment classes. Two main research directions have been explored, i.e., 
document level sentiment classification and sentence level sentiment classification. 
In document level classification, documents are assumed to be opinionated and all documents are 
classified as either positive or negative (Liu, 2010). Many of the existing research use supervised machine 
learning approach and selected product reviews as target documents. Training and testing data are very 
convenient to collect for these documents since each review already has a reviewer-assigned rating, 
typically 1-5 stars. One representative work would be Pang et al. (2002). They employed multiple 
approaches to the sentiment classification problem and concluded that machine learning methods 
definitively outperform. Unsupervised methods are also adopted for this classification task. One of the 
representative work is Turney (2002) which performed classification based on certain fixed syntactic 
phrases that are likely to be used to express opinion. 
In sentence level classification, sentences are first classified as subjective or objective. Then subjective 
sentences are further classified into positive or negative (Liu, 2010). Traditional supervised learning 
methods have been applied here. Representative examples include Wiebe et al. (1999), which used a Naïve 
Bayesian classifier for subjectivity classification. Other learning algorithms are also used in subsequent 
research (Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe, 2000; Riloff and Wiebe, 2003). One of the bottlenecks for this task 
is the lack of training example. A bootstrapping approach to automatically label training data was 
proposed in Riloff and Wiebe (2003) to solve this problem. 
Cross-domain Sentiment Classification 
Most sentiment classification methods assume that training data and testing data share exactly the same 
distribution. The assumption requires that: (a) the same set of words are used in both training domain 
and testing domain, and (b) the probability of a word occurring in training domain equals that of in 
testing domain. If these two assumptions are not met, accuracy of the classifier drops dramatically. A 
number of solutions have been proposed and all of them utilize labeled data from other domains. 
Intuition in most existing research is to map features between the target domain and the source domain 
using domain independent features known as pivot features. An illustrative example is given in the 
introduction section. Two kinds of pivot features were explored: words (Blitzer et al., 2007; Pan et al., 
2010; Bollegala et al., 2011) and topics (Liu et al., 2009; He et al., 2011). We discuss them in turn below. 
Blitzer et al (2007) started the line of research on cross-domain sentiment classification. They selected 
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words as pivot features according to their common frequency and mutual information with the source 
labels, and then applied Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) algorithm to obtain k new real-valued 
features. Finally, they augmented the original feature with the k new real-valued features in both source 
and target domian and performed sentiment classification over the new feature space. A method of 
correcting misalignments was also introduced in the paper. Pan et al (2010) also proposed a similar 
method. They selected words with low mutual information between words and domains as pivot features, 
and then run a Spectral Feature Alignment (SFA) algorithm to align domain-specific words from different 
domains into unified clusters, with the help of domainindependent words as a bridge. SFA can discover a 
robust representation for cross-domain data by fully exploiting the relationship between the domain-
specific and domainindependent words. They wish to use this way to reduce the gap between domain-
specific words and transfer knowledge from one domain to another. Finally the expanded the orginal 
feature space with those newly learnt unified clusters and performed sentiment classification over this 
new feature space. Bollegala et al (2011) also used words as pivot features but in a different manner. They 
created a sentiment sensitive thesaurus using both labeled and unlabeled data from multiple domains to 
find the association between words that express similar sentiments in different domains, and then 
expanded the feature representation with those words that are highly related with words in the document 
and trained classifiers over the new feature space. Unlike other method, this method can learn from 
multiple source domains. So far this is the only work that used multiple source domains simultaneously. 
Our approach also uses multiple source domains but in a different manner as will be shown later. 
 
Figure 1. Overview of Cross-domain Sentiment Classification Methods 
With the success of topic model, researchers also attempted to use topics as pivot features. Liu and Zhao 
(2009) observed that customers often use different words to comment on the similar topics in the 
different domains, so these common topics could be used as the bridge to link the different domain-
specific features. Based on this observation, they proposed a two-stage aproach. In the first stage, a topic 
model named Transfer-PLSA was used to extract the topic knowledge across different domains. Through 
these common topics, the features in the source domain were mapped to the target domain features, so 
that the domain-specific knowledge could be transferred across different domains. In the second stage, 
they used the classifier trained on the labeled examples in the source domain to select some informative 
examples in the target domain and retrained the classifier on these selected examples to further improve 
the classification accuracy. He et al (2011) also proposed a similar method taking the advantage of 
polarity-bearing topics. They modified the Joint Sentiment-Topic (JST) model, which detects sentiment 
and topic simultaneously from text, by incorporating word polarity priors through modifying the topic-
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word Dirichlet priors. Then they augmented the orginal feature space with polarity-bearing topics and 
trained classifiers over the new feature space. 
All work discussed so far used pivot features and their experimental results suggest that classification 
accuracies have been improved. However, pivot features have limitation. Ideally, pivot features, or 
domain-independent features, would act exactly the same way with respect to sentiment labels in both 
domains. However, it is hard to measure since we do not have labeled data in target domain and 
performance would largely depend on selection of pivot features.  
In order to overcome this limitation, latent space models were introduced for cross-domain sentiment 
classification. Titov (2011) used a Harmonium Model (Smolensky, 1986) with a single layer of binary 
latent variables to cluster features in both domains and combined their model with the baseline out-
domain model using the product-of-experts combination (Hinton, 2002) for classification. They also 
introduced a constraint enforcing that marginal distributions of each cluster, i.e., each latent variable, do 
not vary significantly across domains. Glorot et al (2011) adopted deep learning using Stacked Denoising 
Auto-encoders (SDA) as the building blocks of the deep network to learn the high level meaningful 
abstract representation for each review in an unsupervised fashion and trained classifiers based on the 
output of the network. Their experimental results suggest that the unsupervised feature extraction is 
highly beneficial for the domain adaptation of sentiment classifiers. Unlike other research, they only 
relied on the newly learnt features and did not adopt original word features. 
Our work also uses latent space model for latent representation learning. The major differences are, we 
adopt Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) for latent representation learning and multiple source 
domains data are used simultaneously. Additionally, we perform sentiment classification over a hybrid 
representation combining both the latent representation and the opinionated word features from 
preselected sentiment words. 
Other Sentiment Analysis Tasks 
Some sentiment analysis tasks were also investigated in the literature and worth mentioning in the 
context of this particular research. For example, Ding et al (2008), Hu and Liu (2004) and Liu et al (2005) 
studied the problem of feature-based sentiment analysis, which first discovers the targets on which 
opinions have been expressed in a sentence, and then determines whether the opinions are positive, 
negative or neutral (Liu, 2010). Jindal and Liu (2006), Li et al (2010) and Xu et al (2011) examined the 
problem of comparative opinion mining. Jindal and Liu (2008) explored the problem of opinion spam. 
Lastly, Pang and Lee (2008) provided a comprehensive review of work in sentiment analysis. 
Intuition and Overview 
We are interested in determining text sentiment orientation when in-domain labeled data is unavailable. 
The major obstacle for simply borrowing labeled data from other domains is the word distribution 
discrepancies between domains. The domain that provides labeled data is often referred as source domain, 
while target domain is the domain on which we would like to perform sentiment classification. However, 
this obstacle can be overcome if we could map text in the source domains and the target domain into a 
common space where those discrepancies vanish, or reduce to a great extent. Latent space model, e.g., 
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), could serve this purpose. The assumption we make is that the 
latent representations would be similar for texts with the same sentiment label, even though their word 
representations differ. 
In addition to latent representation, unsupervised learning methods, where labeled data are unneeded, 
can be applied. The unsupervised method relies on preselected opinionated words and underperforms the 
in-domain supervised methods (Turney, 2002). However, our intuition is combination of preselected 
opinionated words along with cross domain latent representation would improve the accuracy of existing 
approaches. 
At a high level, our method combines two sources of information: (a) sentiment information from other 
domains, referred to as source domains, and (b) sentiment information from a hand-picked preselected 
opinionated word list. We first learn latent space representations for each piece of text where inter-
domain distribution variations disappear, or at least reduce to a great extent. Restricted Boltzmann 
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Machine (RBM) is adopted for this purpose due to its recent prominent performance in text related tasks 
(Larochelle and Bengio, 2008). Unlabeled data from source domains and target domain are required for 
representation learning but they are readily collectable. Next, we identify opinionated words and calculate 
positive ratio and negative ratio in each document taking advantage of a preselected opinionated word list. 
Finally, we combine the two features accounting for positive and negative proportions along with the 
newly learnt latent space representations and train classifiers over this hybrid feature space. 
Our approach has several key characteristics that make it quite different from the existing cross domain 
classification approaches: (a) We only use unigrams while all previous work selected both unigrams and 
bigrams, also we lemmatize the words before feed them to our system. Pang et al (2002) suggest that 
unigram information turned out to be the most effective. The unigram features makes our approach more 
efficient in terms of performance, whereas the lemmatization reduces the sparseness in the data. (b) We 
use sentiment information from a preselected opinionated word list in addition to labeled data from 
source domains and construct hybrid feature representations for classification while all existing work rely 
on out-domain labeled data alone. (c) Our method utilizes multiple source domains and latent space 
model concurrently. Also, unlike most of existing work, we rely only on newly learnt features. (d) We 
adopt the Restricted Boltzmann Machine for latent representation learning and experimental results 
demonstrate its superiority. 
Solution Details 
In this section, we describe the architecture of our system, and the details of each component in the 
architecture. We will use the piece of text “iPhone has good reception and excellent display” as an 
example for illustrative purpose throughout the rest of the paper. 
Architecture 
The overall architecture of our approach is depicted in Figure 2. In text preprocessing, we perform routine 
text processing procedures to prepare the text for further analysis. The latent representation learning 
aims to learn latent space features and opinionated word feature expansion is responsible for building 
sentiment words features. The hybrid representation construction combines these two sets of features 
together. Lastly, we detect the sentiment orientation of text using supervised machine learning methods. 
We describe each of these components in detail below. 
 
Figure 2. System Architecture 
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Text Preprocessing 
Before feeding the text data into our system, we first carry out lemmatization on each document using 
Stanford Core Natural Language Processing (NLP) toolkit (Stanford NLP Group, 2012) on both labeled 
data from multiple source domains and test data from the target domain. Lemmatization, which transfers 
inflected forms to base form, or lemma, reduces the sparseness of the data and has been shown to be 
effective in text classification (Joachims, 1998). For example, “runs”, “ran” and “running” will be all 
converted into “run”. Lemmatization is closely related to stemming. The difference is that stemming 
operates on a single word without knowledge of the context. For instance, the word “meeting” can either 
be a base form of a noun or an inflected form of a verb. Lemmatization will determine this based on the 
contextual Part-of-Speech (POS) information, and thus, it is more appropriate for our classification 
context. 
In this work, we select only unigrams as training features, while all previous research considered both 
unigrams and bigrams. Experimental results of Pang et al. (2002) suggest that unigram information 
turned out to be the most effective and none of the alternative features, e.g., bigrams, provides 
consistently better performance. With less features, our system can run more efficiently, especially for 
latent representation learning which is computationally expensive. We consider only the 
presence/absence of a word; the frequency of the word is not under consideration. The former achieves 
better results as shown in Pang et al. (2002). Furthermore, stop words, such as “a”, “do”, “be”, are 
excluded since they are not helpful for our classification task. 
Following the example in consideration, we will have “iPhone”, “good”, “reception”, “excellent” and 
“display” after this preprocessing step. 
Latent Representation Learning 
Any joint probability model that uses vectors of latent variables to abstract away from hand-crafted 
features, e.g., bigrams, would work for our latent representation learning step. In this research, we choose 
to use Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to learn latent and more abstract representations due to its 
recent prominent performance in text related task (Larochelle and Bengio, 2008). The assumption is, the 
texts with the same sentiment label would have similar abstract representations where cross-domain 
distribution variations disappear, or at least are reduced to a great extent, even though their text 
representations differ. RBM is an energy-based graphic model which associates a scalar energy to each 
configuration of the variables of interest and learning the parameters corresponds to modifying the 
energy function so that it has desired properties, e.g., we would like to have desirable configurations to 
have low energy. RBM consists of a layer of hidden units and a layer of visible units. A RBM with 3 hidden 
units and 4 visible units is shown in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. A RBM with 3 hidden units and 4 visible units 
Because of the specific structure of RBM, visible and hidden units are conditionally independent given 
one-another. In addition, both hidden unitsh and visible units x are binary in our context. Suppose that a 
RBM models a distribution between n hidden units 1 2( , ,..., )nh h h=h  and d-dimension input visible units
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1 2( , ,..., )nx x x=x . We can write transition probability from visible layer to hidden layer as follows: 
 ( 1| ) ( )P sigm= = +h x c Wx  Eq. 1 
where sigm is the sigmoid function,W represents the weights connecting hidden and visible units,  and 
c is the offsets of the hidden units. 
RBM can be trained by minimizing the empirical negative log-likelihood of the training data and the cost 
function is: 
 ( ) log ( )c p= −x x  Eq. 2 
Stochastic gradient descent is properly applied in the training process. However, in the current research, 
we use the Contrastive Divergence which can train RBM much more efficiently (Carreira-Perpin and 
Hinton, 2005). RBM is trained in an unsupervised manner, thus only unlabeled data are needed and they 
are readily collectable. Unlabeled data from both multiple source domains and the target domain are 
required. They are processed according to the procedures in the previous section before feeding into RBM 
training. 
After learning the parameters, we convert the text representation of a document into a latent 
representation. Each visible variable represents a word with binary values, that is, “1” stands for presence 
and “0” otherwise. Using the learnt parameters and equation 1, we can calculate the probabilities of each 
hidden variable being “1”. Here we have two ways of constructing latent features. First, we can sample a 
value for each hidden variable given its probability and then take all hidden unit values as the feature 
vector to represent a specific document. Second, we can directly use the values of probabilities as latent 
representation. Either way will produce the same classification accuracy. In this paper, we choose the 
second way. For instance, if we choose the size of latent representation to be 5, the previous example 
would be covert into the likes of (“0.24”, “0.79”, “0.41”, “0.94”, “0.31”). 
Opinionated Word Feature Expansion 
Besides the latent space representation, we also consider two features accounting for opinionated words 
in a document – (i) the ratio of the number of positive words vs. the number of the total opinionated 
words and (ii) the ratio of the number of negative words vs. the number of the total opinionated words. 
We use a list of positive and negative opinion words for calculation of these two ratios. The list is compiled 
over many years starting from 2004 by authors of Liu (2010) and consists of approximately 6800 words 
(Liu, 2012). Use of two ratios may seem a little duplicated since either value can be inferred by the other 
one. However, two-feature representation is necessary. Suppose we have only positive ratio feature. The 
following two occasions would have the same value “0”: (a) no opinionated word exists; (b) all the 
opinionated words are negative. Clearly these two cases are different and need to be distinguished. 
However, if we use two features, this will not be a problem. The first case is represented as (0, 0) while the 
latter one is (0, 1).  
For our example, it has two positive words (“good” and “excellent”) and no negative words, so the 
opinionated word feature is (“1”, “0”) where the former value is the positive ratio and the latter one 
corresponds to the negative ratio. 
Hybrid Representation Construction 
In order to take the advantage of both representations, we combine the two sets of features, i.e., latent 
features and opinionated word features. Following our example, after this step, we will have (“0.24”, 
“0.79”, “0.41”, “0.94”, “0.31”, “1”, “0”) as the final representation. 
Sentiment Detection 
At this stage we have hybrid representations for both training and testing data. The standard supervised 
machine learning methods can be applied easily.  In this paper, we select Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
(Press et al, 2007) for sentiment classification; however, other classifiers can also be applied here. We first 
use the multiple source domain labeled data to train the SVM model on the basis of this hybrid 
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representation. After which, we use the hybrid representation of the target domain to classify the target 
documents as positive or negative sentiment. 
Evaluation 
In this section, we first describe our dataset and evaluation metrics, and then discuss our experimental 
results. 
Experimental Setting 
The Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset (Blitzer et al, 2012) is used in all existing work and we will also use 
this dataset for ease of comparison. The dataset is collected by authors of Blitzer et al (2007). The Multi-
Domain Sentiment Dataset contains product reviews taken from Amazon.com for many product types 
(domains). Some domains (books and dvds) have hundreds of thousands of reviews. Others (musical 
instruments) have only a few hundred. Each review consists of rating (0-5 stars), reviewer’s name, 
reviewer’s location, product name, review title, date, and the review text. Reviews with rating > 3 were 
labeled positive, those with rating < 3 were labeled negative, and the rest discarded because their polarity 
was ambiguous. In addition, a number of unlabeled reviews are also available for each domain. 
All existing cross-domian sentiment classification research selected four domains: books, dvds, 
electronics and kitchen appliances. For ease of comparison, we will also evluate our method over these 
four domains. The data statistics are listed in Table 1. 
Consistent with the previous research (Blitzer et al, 2007), we randomly select 200 positive reviews and 
200 negative reviews as test data for each domain and the remaining 1600 labeled reviews in each domain 
are used as training data. All unlabeled data are used for latent representation learning. For 
computational reason, only top 5000 frequent unigrams are selected as features for latent space 
representation learning. 
Table 1. Data Statistics 
Domain 
Number of Reviews 
Positive Negative Unlabeled 
Books 1000 1000 4465 
DVDs 1000 1000 3586 
Electronics 1000 1000 5681 
Kitchen 1000 1000 5945 
Restricted Boltzmann Machine was implemented using Matlab (Mathworks, 2012). In latent space model 
learning, we tried an extensive set of learning parameters and the following combination gave us the best 
results: hidden units: 5000, learning rate 0.1, epochs: 30. Support Vector Machine (SVM) implemented in 
Weka (Mark et al, 2009) was selected as our classifier. When training SVMs, we chose the Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) kernel (Buhmann, 2003) since we found that it consistently outperformed other 
counterparties in our classification context. 
Evaluation Metrics 
We use two metrics to evaluate our method. The first one is accuracy which captures the percentage of all 
reviews that are classified correctly. It can be computed as follows: 
 
    
=
     
number of reviewscorrectly classified
Accuracy
number of reviews intest set
 Eq. 3 
Accuracy is a widely used metric in literature and offers us a direct performance of the classification. 
However, it incorporates the contribution of the classifier as well. In order to eliminate the effect of the 
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classifier in the evaluation and assess the transfer efficiency more precisely, we adopt transfer loss which 
equals the reduction of accuracy compared with in-domain classification. This is quite necessary when we 
compare cross-domain sentiment classification methods using different classifiers. Let ( , )e S T be the 
error obtained by a method trained on the source domain S, or a combination of multiple source domains, 
and tested on the target domain T and ( , )e T T be the error of a method both trained and tested on target 
domain T using the same classifier, i.e., the in-domain method. Transfer loss can be calculated as follows: 
 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )L S T e S T e T T= −  Eq. 4 
Transfer loss has been used in previous work (Blitzer et al, 2007; Glorot et al, 2011) and a lower value 
signifies a better performance. 
Accuracy 
Classification accuracies for various methods are presented in Table 2. The left part of the table shows 
results of methods using single source domain and the right part illustrates accuracies of approaches 
using multiple source domain simultaneously. Each row corresponds to results that one of the four 
domains serves as target domain. For instance, the first row presents results where Books is the target 
domain and source domain varies. All values in the table are in percentages. 
Table 2. Classification Accuracy+ 
                                    
Method   
Target 
Domain 
Single Source Domain Multiple Source Domains 




Books 83.00* 77.25 69.00 70.00 75.25 70.35 82.00 84.25 
DVD 74.25 81.50* 70.50 73.00 77.75 73.75 83.50 84.50 
Electronics 72.75 76.00 81.75* 78.00 81.00 73.05 82.75 84.25 
Kitchen 74.75 76.25 85.00 87.25* 82.75 76.85 86.25 87.75 
Average 74.73 79.19 73.50 83.69 85.19 
         +All values are in percentages 
      * In-domain results 
Unigrams are adopted as features for single domain method. The four values on the diagonal line of the 
left part table are the results of in-domain method where both training and testing data are from the same 
domain. The results of this method are considered as the gold standard for comparison. The rest 12 values 
are the results of out-domain method where training domain and testing domain differ. From the table we 
can see that all of them are smaller than their corresponding in-domain method value. 
These results validate our pervious discussion that classification accuracy decreases when training data 
and testing data are not from the same distribution. In average, using single domain method with 
unigrams as features, we could achieve an accuracy of 74.73%. For sake of space, we do not report results 
of single domain methods that use our hybrid representations. We do not think it is necessary, because 
the superiority of using multiple source domains and latent representations can be demonstrated based 
on the reported results in Table 2. 
We also report results that utilize unigrams from multiple source domains. As we discussed earlier, use of 
multiple sources would benefit our classification and the results support that argument. The average 
accuracy increases to 79.19% as shown in the Table 2. The subsequent column corresponds to the method 
where opinionated words are used as the sole source. It classified the review as positive if number of 
positive words surpass number of negative words and negative otherwise. When these two numbers equal, 
we set it as positive. The accuracies range from 70.35% to 76.85%. 
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When using latent representations learnt by RBM, the classification accuracy raise to 83.69% in average. 
In addition, it outperforms the in-domain method in DVD domain and Electronics domain. This 
conclusively demonstrates the effectiveness of our latent representation learning. Finally, we train our 
classifiers over the hybrid representations which combine the latent representations and opinionated 
words features. The accuracy further steps up to 85.19% in average and ranges from 84.25% to 87.75%. It 
produces better results than the in-domain method in all the four domains. 
Transfer loss 
Next, we report the transfer loss, which captures the reduction of accuracy due to use of out-domain 
source, to assess the transfer efficiency. The results are shown in Table 3. We follow the same structure as 
Table 2 where the left part shows results of single source domain method and the right part illustrates 
accuracies of multiple source domain approaches. 
Table 3. Transfer Loss+ 
Method   
Target 
Domain 
Single Source Domain Multiple Source Domains 




Books  5.75 14.00 13.00 7.75 12.65 1.00 -1.25 
DVD 7.25  11.00 8.5 3.75 7.75 -2.00 -3.00 
Electronics 9.00 5.75  3.75 0.75 8.70 -1.00 -2.50 
Kitchen 12.5 11.00 2.25  4.50 10.40 1.00 -0.50 
Average 8.65 4.19 9.88 -0.25 -1.81 
        +All values are in percentages 
As we can see from Table 3, transfer loss for single source domain method ranges from 2.25 to 14 with an 
average of 8.65. We find that transfer loss tends to be small when two domains are similar, for example, 
Electronics and Kitchen; on the contrary, two domains that differ a lot would result in a large accuracy 
loss, for instance, Electronics and Books. This result provides us some practical implications: when in-
domain labeled data is unavailable, use of similar domain as source would offer better result. 
For methods of using multiple source unigrams and opinionated words, the transfer losses are 4.19 and 
9.88 respectively. The transfer loss for multiple source domain unigrams method is much lower than the 
single source domain method, which suggests the effectiveness of utilizing multiple source domains 
simultaneously. However, the opinionated words method underperforms single source domain method. 
This is consistent with previous research finding that using opinionated words alone is not sufficient for 
accurate sentiment classification. 
When we use latent representations learnt by RBM, the average transfer loss drops significantly to -0.25 
with values of two domains being below 0 which indicates that the accuracy is higher than that of in-
domain method. Furthermore, the average transfer loss reduces to -1.81 when the hybrid representations 
are adopted and values of all four domains are lower than 0. A value of average transfer loss less than zero 
suggests that the overall performance of our hybrid method is even better than the in-domain method. 
It is also interesting to compare our work with previous ones in the literature, where the same dataset has 
been used. From the previously reported results, we calculate the average transfer loss for the following 
previous research: Blitzer et al (2007) (SCL); Pan et al (2010) (SFA); He et al (2011) (JST); Bollegala et al 
(2011) (Thesaurus); Titov (2011) (HM); and Glorot et al (2011) (DL). Glorot et al (2011) is the current 
state-of-the-art. The results are depicted in Figure 4. From the figure we could see that our RBM method 
has already outperformed all compared methods. When adding the opinionated word features, the 
transfer loss further reduced to -1.81. The results conclusively demonstrate the superiority of our method 
over all existing work. 
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Figure 4. Average Transfer Loss across Methods 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a novel method for cross-domain sentiment classification using multiple 
sources. Specifically, our work has the following major contributions: (1) we utilized labeled data from 
source domain and opinionated words. To our best knowledge, this research provides the first attempt to 
combine the sentiment information from source domain labeled data and hand-picked opinionated words 
together for the cross-domain sentiment classification task; (2) our experimental results suggest that our 
method is statistically as good as the in-domain method and outperforms all the existing work addressing 
the same problem. 
In future, we plan to conduct a more thorough evaluation over a larger scale data with more domains. In 
addition, the simplest way of utilizing hand-picked opinionated words is used in our hybrid method. 
There are a number of much more sophisticated methods available in the literature. We are keen to see if 
an advanced method would further increase the accuracy. Finally, in the experiment, we find that when 
in-domain labeled data is unavailable, use of similar domain as source would offer better result. Thus, it 
would be valuable to come up with a method to measure the similarity between domains and accordingly 
choose the source domains for a given target domain. 
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